Subject: Shooting Investigation

Contact: Lt. Ray Jimenez, (530) 668-5280

Date: April 24, 2020

Yolo County Sheriff’s Office is investigating a drive-by shooting that occurred on County Road 89, north of the town of Winters.

Today at approximately 1:30 pm, deputies were dispatched to the shooting of a passenger in a vehicle. The suspect(s) shot the victim as they passed the vehicle the victim was in, on County Road 89 north of Winters. The victim suffered a single gunshot wound.

The driver of the victim vehicle drove to Sutter Davis Hospital. The victim was later transported to a Trauma Center. The only description of the suspect vehicle is a small, dark colored sedan, last seen heading northbound on County Road 89.

It is early in the investigations and there are no further details at this time.

Anyone with information related to this incident can contact dispatch at (530)666-8282. Anonymous tips can be reported at (530) 668-5248.